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One search word I am blind to the word during session

Green color, something rises up like a tree. Green element up at some elevation. Elevation is 
important. 

2:15 PM Secondary stage. 

The green element shakes and some small things sprinkle fall down from there when I touch it. I 
touch it again and it shakes with little tremors in response, it does not like being touched. It is 
darker than I thought and turns out to be flat metal inside. It tremors and shakes with little tremors 
when I approach to touch it. 

Ok the tremor reaction is throwing you out, try to probe anyway: There is a strong strange smell 
coming from inside the green element. First hot and then super cold on the outer surface of the flat 
dark cylinder. 

Hard to locate the signal of target or of elements, hard to probe. I do not seem to be able to go 
further, and that is because of the signal. 

2:23 PM End RV. 

Word was: boots

There is something black but it is not out of metal or hard enough as metal. I will give it a C but it 
does not deserve it and should perhaps be an F, but possibly I picked up on the black of the boots 
for the black element. There was a problem with signal. Grade C. 

Image source https://www.thenorthface.com/shop/womens-thermoball-utility-mid-boots-
nf0a2t5d-c1
Image link https://images.thenorthface.com/is/image/TheNorthFace/NF0A2T5D_5QN_hero?
$638x745$

2:27 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Green color at some elevation. 



P. Shakes when touched and small things sprinkle fall down from there when touched. Darker and is 
flat metal inside. 

SE. Black metal flat cylinder or thick circle is inside the green element. 


